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About This Game

Wanderlust is a first person exploration game were you take a long journey between worlds.
The adventure takes place in the dreams of a man addicted to consuming illegal substances.

The game mainly consists to explore and feel the surrounding environment of a fantastic world.
A magnificent experimental game made to delight your sensory system.
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Publisher:
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Wanderlust is a game that fulfills the meaning of the word, you travel through various steamwave scenarios and with a lo-fi
background music, which switches to every scene you visit.
  So ... What is the purpose of the game? There is no, the game is based on the experience the player will have while visiting and
exploring these bizarre (and some even slightly disturbing) places until you discover the exit while enjoying the exceptional
background music to relax and get into the vibe of LSD .. Question: How to unlock this unique achievement? No prompt after
customs clearance.. In general it is a game where the main objective is to enjoy, walk, discover, admire ... Yes, greatness in
simplicity.
First of all it is a game that encourages you to explore the most unusual worlds, which are a delight for the eyes (and for the
desktop background) along with a music which will make you take off your imagination while you enjoy your travel.
A beautiful harmony of colors and music. 10/10. This game seems to be a good representation of lofi music in 3D games. When
I played this game, I remembered Neil Harbisson, a genius painter who expressed music in color. This game is my taste in spite
of the fact that gamers either likes or hates.. I am collecting walking simulators and surreal adventures and i can tell this is
definitely a good one. There's a good variety of enviroments, graphics and OST are on spot. I've been playing on a fullHD
proyector and visuals were definitely amazing.
I think the game is underrated by the reviews, so if you are in these kind of thinks you should definetely check it out.. I have 20
minutes on record for this game, yet it tok about 10 minutes to actually finish the entire game. Half of that very time I was
taking a few ''pretty'' screenshots. This whole game is just a fraud. There is no Achievements aswell as Steam Trading Cards.
Everything about this game just seems so fishy. Like it was made just for people who would wanted to take a few ''lovely''
images and nothing more. Priced at 7.99 Euros. I'd say grab it on sale for 99 cents or less if you have the opportunity to do so,
but you shouldn't get your hopes up to high. Unless you want to support a quick asset trash made from Eternity Studios.
It says you need 50 MB available space on your hardware but it's really a 7.3 GB install.
As much as it gives me headaches walking trough this simulation game it's unoptimized in so many ways. I tryed to lower the
graphic settings of the game but it was still lagging.
. This game is another waste of disk space.....
Pros : It can run...with my GTX1080 i still got around 60FPS....
Cons :
1. No clear instruction
2. No Clear objective
3. You can only walk and walk in a strange 3D world.....
I have deleted this so called "game" from my disk....
. walking simulator.

OST if good though.
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words cannot describe how disapointed I am with this game, because believe it or not I actually had high hopes for this game,
thinking that Eternity Studios would learn from their mistakes and boy was I wrong because of stepping forward, they decided
to reverse long jump ala Mario 64 into space because everything they have done here is so much worse

Gameplay
Pretty much the same as Eternity Studio's other game Dream Dealer except it feels like you move slower and your character
takes this annoying extra step after you let go of WAS or D, making climbing the only obstical in the game very diffacult,
because not only is it poorly constructed, but combined with the wonky new controls and it becomes a chore rather than a fun or
interesting expirence

L e n g t h
This game is short, even when stopping to admire the A e s t h e t i c s I got through this game in about 8 minutes tops, taking
pictures of anything I can use to decorate my profile with and trying not to hurl in the one or two rooms that game me motion
sickness, which reminds me

Grapics
and wouldn't you believe it, they got worse too, going from semi-orignal textures to assets ripped from different sites or games
and then making them so blury that you would think that your lenses are clouded and you need to consult an eye doctor before
going completely blind

END
This game is too short, too expensive, and hurts peoples eyes, just like my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665So, you
know, avoid this game like the plague unless it goes on sale for like 1.99 or lower and you really want some cool screenshots for
your profile. This game let me just sit back and relax. Explore simple but beautiful vaporwave realms. I enjoyed escaping my
day and listening to the music while walking around taking screenshots for my desktop background collection.. Really enjoyed
the different art styles each of the different levels that I played. Only thing I would change is at least let us know what to look
for in some way like maybe song pace picking up when you are going in the right direction? That's probably really
complicatated and too much to ask for though. Really did enjoy wandering aimlessly through it to a great soundtrack!. The
music and visuals are nice, but that is just about it. The game was too short for its 8$ price, not to mention its sole achivement
did not work. There are so many invisible walls that it is nearly impossible to tell where you are supposed to go, since everything
looks open. Trying to walk into a field with strange stones? Too bad, invisible wall. Walking up a fight of stairs? Also a wall! I
love walking simlators, but I did not enjoy Wanderlust at all.. This game let me just sit back and relax. Explore simple but
beautiful vaporwave realms. I enjoyed escaping my day and listening to the music while walking around taking screenshots for
my desktop background collection.. This game seems to be a good representation of lofi music in 3D games. When I played this
game, I remembered Neil Harbisson, a genius painter who expressed music in color. This game is my taste in spite of the fact
that gamers either likes or hates.. I would give it a positive review if it was more polished. But for as it is now, it's unoptimised
and lacks any real narrative substance. It runs terribly on 1080ti so.... Wanderlust. It is a first person walking simulator game,
you walk through different sceneries of backgrounds, like different biomes of places. Beautiful graphics and the music selection
suited the different places that was shown. Playing this made me calm and relaxed looking at the beautiful scenes.

However this game is extremely short for $7.99. I'd say it's overpriced for what it is, but you have you admire the work and
ethic that was shown right in the screenshots and gameplay.
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